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FOUR’S
CROWDa
A fourth map is announced named 
“Airship” sparking new excitement

This is new 
Two crewmates stand 
in the cockpit region 
of the “Airship” Among 
Us map. The map 
was announced after 
the game won Best 
Multiplayer at the 
Game Awards. 

“
“

The new map includes more intricate details 
than the other maps. I’m really excited to play 

on it. Hopefully it won’t be too 
confusing with the added 
tasks and features.” 
- junior Nida Yar-Khan

I saw some YouTube 
videos where they found 
a way to play the map 
early using a Nintendo 
Switch. The features look 
kind of like a combination 
of all three older maps, 
so it’s really promising.” 
- sophomore Ryan 
Kossarian

“ “ “ “        It’s just two clicks, right, but when  
you’re waiting for it to finish it just  
makes you nervous.” - junior Fredy  
Herrarte

       It’s not really hard, 
it’s just one of those 
tasks you have to do 
over and over” - junior 
Hana Yu

        It has a bit of a 
learning curve for the  
new players.” - sopho-
more Srujam Dave

       You’re kind of vulnerable, just 
standing there. And if there’s no 
visual tasks, you can’t tell if someone 
is faking it.” - junior Ashley Sotnik

CYAN 
really sus honestly because they 
pretend to be safe, and they keep 
you alive gaslighting you.”
- junior Heather Montrose

COLORtheory
Two colors stand out as most suspicious

RED
is just sus, you hear 
it all the time, and it’s 
mostly true.”
- junior Haley Dablo

Out of 98 votes:
Red got 47, cyan got 
38 and other colors 
totaled to 13

“I LIKE PLAYING DETECTIVE AS 
CREWMATE, BUT AFTER I DO MY 
TASKS. IT’S FUN PLAYING AMONG 
US LIKE A MURDER MYSTERY.”

“I LIKE 
KEEPING 
AT LEAST 
ONE OTHER 
PERSON I 
CAN TRUST 
WITH ME.” 

Join code: THISRL

Let’s play one game. 
Can you guess who 
the imposters are 
among us?

The players begin in 
cafeteria and all make 
their way together to the 
card swipe.

Everyone gets their 
task completed in less 
than four swipes, and 
everyone leaves except 
for sophomore Dan 
Lehavi and Gwendolyn 
Goldenberg.

After Goldenberg 
completes her wires, the 
lights go down, and she 
sees her report button 
light up.

A large “body reported” 
pops up on screen, and 
you see white’s body 
was reported.

Where’d they die? 

And wait... who was 
with them last? 

Actually... Where was 
everyone else?

Players huddle around 
a large round table 
to discuss who the 
murderer could be. 
Junior Jorge Rangel 
had been sticking with 
Senior Tijana Karovic 
for quite some time, and 
the others think it was 
starting to become a little 
suspicious. 

“White seems good but 
is always sus,” Lehavi 
immediately interjects. 

Offended, Rangel fires 
back that he simply 
“[likes to] make some 
friends and have fun.”

Jumping in, freshman 
Paul Ecklund states that 
senior Amber Karimee is 
safe because they had 
been together the whole 
time doing downloads 
and watching vents. 

Suddenly, Karimee 
immediately turns an 
accusatory eye towards 
Senior Gwendolyn 
Goldenburg.

Defensively, Goldenburg 
desperately pleads, “I 
[cant] be an imposter 
because I’m really bad at 
being sneaky, lowkey.”

Of course, this is not 
enough for the lobby, and 
the familiar voting sound 
fills the air as Goldenburg 
is voted out. Her body 
floats across the black 
space void as the team 
ejects her from the ship. 

White letters show that 
Goldenburg was not 
the imposter, sending 
everyone into a panic.

But who accused them? 

Was it Karimee?

Pressing the emergency 
button once again, 
Ecklund accuses Randal 
of being the imposter: 
“He could have moved 
around in the vents, 
sabotaged the map, and 
killed pink!”

Both Karovic and Lehavi 
immediately vote white 
along with the rest of the 
lobby. Horrified, Randal is 

ejected into space as the 
white letters reveal that 
he was not the imposter.

Wait, so it has to be 
Karovic and Lehavi? 

They both just accused 
a crewmate.

There are only six people 
left now though, which 
means that a double kill 
is all the imposters need 
to win. Tensions rise, as 
three of the crewmates 
hit the “Use” button and 
watch the countdown 
go off. But the imposters 
use their sabotage to 
turn on the reactor, so 
all the crewmates have 
to run there, giving the 
imposters more time for 
the cooldown to run off.

Double kill.

Crewmates see a red 
“Defeat”  as the bodies 
of red and orange are lit 
up on screen.

Now you know who the 
imposters were.

 Did you vote correctly?

kinda

senior Gwendolyn Goldenberg
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